Welcome to the future of
business process innovation
Professional migration to ARIS 9 with Scheer
Discover the new user interface and improved functions for collaboration, dynamic publishing, analysis and tables. The new
functions make the administration and control of your business processes and your organization's architecture simpler than
ever.

ARIS 9 is the first important upgrade
with significant changes to the fundamental architecture since the
launch of ARIS 7 in 2005.
Our experts will lead you successfully through the technical
upgrade and migration process of your existing ARIS installation and possess the necessary product know-how and experience to ensure that the process satisfies your particular requirements.
We offer support in the following areas:

1. ARIS 9 Readiness Assessment
The first step on your way to ARIS 9 is the readiness assessment. We analyze more than just technical questions and
system requirements. The assessment includes all contents,
training and roll-out questions as well as the upgrading of existing customer specific solutions: for example ARIS scripts,
reports and technical interfaces.

2. ARIS 9 Installation and Migration
Before the installation we identify and save all available data
such as ARIS databases, filters, templates, dashboards and
scripts.
The next step is the installation of ARIS 9 and the migration
of the saved data. Everything you created with the previous
ARIS version will be migrated into the ARIS 9 environment.
After this step we install the new User Management Component (UMC) which mirrors the new “domain” or “tenant” architecture of ARIS 9.
The biggest advantage of this user administration function
is that administrators can allocate client licenses directly to
users, thus saving a lot of time and effort.
The final step in the installation process includes comprehensive tests and the documentation of all customer specific installation details

3. ARIS 9 Enablement
These services are oriented around the results of the readiness assessment and your time scales. For example, we
offer:

 2 days delta training for experienced ARIS 9 users
 Basic and further training for new ARIS users
 Supervision (mentoring) of further knowledge transfer
during, or after, the project

All training measures are tailored to your particular project requirements and planning.
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4. Upgrade and Migration of client
specific ARIS solutions
Our clients usually run one or more specific ARIS solutions,
ranging from scripts or reports up to complex technical interfaces.
We know how important it is to maintain individual settings
and reports so they can continue to be used. For this reason, during migration projects we offer a detailed analysis of
your customer specific solutions and create specifications
and cost estimates. If you decide to upgrade your customer
specific solution we will run the project in line with the specifications and test and implement the solution in your environment. Above and beyond this we will create complete and
exact documentation which will simplify and speed up future
upgrades.
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Professional upgrade and migration to ARIS 9

For more information please contact us via e-mail or call us:

info@scheer-group.com | +49 681 96777-0

About Scheer
Scheer GmbH was created out of the merger between Scheer Management GmbH and IDS Scheer Consulting GmbH. Particular focus in the
development of products and services is placed on the sector specific support and accompaniment of companies in their digital transformations.
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